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Will new
immigration rules
spell labour shortages
in key sectors?
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UK’S
IMMIGRATION
CONUNDRUM
WILL NEW
I M M I G R AT I O N
RULES SPELL
L ABOUR
S H O R TA G E S I N
KE Y SEC TORS?

The UK is now on the cusp of implementing
one of the most significant transformations
to immigration policy in a generation.
When the Brexit transition period officially comes
to an end at 11pm on 31 December 2020, the
UK will no longer be bound by European Union
(EU) rules, and will be free to fully launch
its new points-based immigration system.
The new rules mean that for the first time
in decades, European citizens will no longer
be able to live and work freely in the UK,
and will be subject to immigration controls
on the same basis as non-EU citizens.

But with such a radical change
happening in the midst of a global
pandemic and extreme economic
instability, how will this fare for the UK’s
economic recovery when key industry
sectors have previously relied heavily on
free movement of labour from Europe?
The UK’s new immigration system
aims to attract people who can
contribute to the UK’s economy but
many lower-skilled roles in sectors
such as construction, manufacturing
and social care will remain ineligible
for sponsorship under the new Skilled
Worker route. Without the free-flow of
available European labour to choose
from, employers seeking to fill such
vacancies within these sectors will

therefore need to recruit from a smaller
candidate pool, made up of workers
just from the resident labour market.
Will the government’s new pointsbased immigration system get the
balancing act right between controlling
immigration numbers and ensuring UK
companies have access to the workers
they need to thrive and expand?
B U I L D B AC K B E T T E R ?
On 3 November, a report was published
by the Institute for Public Policy
Research (IPPR), an independent
Think Tank which aims to educate the
public on key economic, social and
political issues, including immigration.
The report provides an in-depth

examination of the new points-based
immigration system and its potential
implications, and sets out a series of
recommendations for how immigration
policies could be shaped to help the
government achieve its aim to ‘build
back better’ from the coronavirus crisis.
The research found that nearly two thirds
of EU employees in the UK would not
be eligible for the Skilled Worker route
if it were to apply to them. This leads to
worrying predictions of labour shortages
in key sectors once the new rules
are in place.
With this in mind, the report highlights
six main recommendations to the Home
Office which the IPPR believes would
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‘The new rules mean that for the first time
in decades, European citizens will no longer
be able to live and work freely in the UK.’

help accelerate the UK’s
economic recovery once
freedom of movement
ends. If implemented,
the proposals would help
support growth in key
sectors whilst protecting
the rights of UK and
migrant workers alike.
Despite the new pointsbased system already
offering some changes such
as lower skills and salary
thresholds which will help
to diversify the range of jobs
eligible for sponsorship, the
IPPR suggest that the Home
Office may need to
consider further radical
reforms to address future
shortages in key services.

Two key proposals outlined
in the report are to scrap
the general salary threshold
and expand the shortage
occupation list to include
jobs at all skill levels.
SCRAPPING THE
GENERAL SAL ARY
THRESHOLD
Under the new pointsbased system, the general
salary threshold will be
reduced to £25,600 from
the previous £30,000.
In some cases, migrants may
be able to enter the UK on
a salary that is lower than
the general salary threshold,
but no less than £20,480,
if the role is in a shortage
occupation or if the

candidate holds a PhD
relevant to the job.
Despite the reduction making
a wider range of roles newly
eligible for sponsorship,
the IPPR suggests that the
general salary threshold is
‘inflexible’ and does not
reflect the full contribution
of migrant workers. The IPPR
therefore proposes that the
Home Office should scrap
the general salary threshold
but retain the occupationspecific ‘going rates’ to avoid
undercutting and the unfair
treatment of migrant workers.
Removing this minimum
salary requirement and
instead requiring all sponsors
to pay the living wage or

the ‘going rate’ would not
only help employers to fill
essential roles with workers
from overseas, but also offer
protection to migrants to
ensure they receive a fair
wage in line with the
UK labour market.
E X PA N D I N G
T H E S H O R TAG E
O CC U PAT I O N L I S T
The shortage occupation list
(SOL) shows jobs where UK
employers face a shortage of
suitable labour in the resident
market, and where it is sensible
to fill those shortages with
migrant workers. Occupations
on the list are then subject to
more favourable immigration
arrangements, enabling
employers to access a wider

pool of suitably skilled
workers more quickly.
Shortage roles can only
be included on the SOL if
they meet the minimum
skill level set by the
government. Under the new
Skilled Worker route, the
minimum skill threshold
has been lowered to RQF3
(A-level or equivalent)
from the previous RQF6
(degree level). Lowering
the skill threshold means
that hundreds of mediumskill roles are now eligible
for consideration when
the SOL is updated.
However, the IPPR
recommends expanding this
even further to encompass
occupations at all skill

levels and exempting
visa applicants from the
skills requirement if they
have a job on the list.
The report also suggests
rebranding the SOL to a
‘priority occupation list’
which would contain jobs
that are critical to achieve
the government’s social
or economic objectives.

A N U N C E R TA I N
FUTURE
The future of the UK’s
economy has rarely been so
unpredictable. The end of
free movement means that
employers will find it more
difficult to recruit European
nationals into key roles
within sectors that are crucial
for economic recovery.

This policy change would
allow UK employers to
sponsor migrant workers
in lower-skilled roles where
there is a clear social or
economic benefit, enabling
the government to respond
quickly to economic
challenges and to fill skills
gaps in certain areas.

If the Home Office
were to take these two
recommendations forward,
this would almost certainly
make the transition
easier for employers
and provide more time
to upskill and retrain
unemployed UK workers to
address skills shortages.

Only time will tell if the
government’s new pointsbased immigration system
will be a success and achieve
the delicate balance between
controlling immigration
and ensuring a sufficient
supply of labour for a
healthy economy. However,
it is clear that action is
needed now to avoid labour
shortages and put the UK
in the best position for
economic recovery in 2021.

For more information on
the UK’s new Immigration
Rules, please contact
Smith Stone Walters.
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NEW RULES:
YO U R Q U E S T I O N S
ANSWERED
The launch of the UK’s new points-based
immigration system brings significant changes
to the country’s Immigration Rules, with EU
and non-EU citizens treated equally under a
single system for the first time in decades.
As we head closer to the end of the transition
period, there are several key areas employers
should be aware of when preparing to hire
global talent once Freedom of Movement ends.

EUROPEAN
N AT I O N A L S
Q

W H AT D O E U C I T I Z E N S A L R E A DY
LIVING IN THE UK NEED TO DO?

A

EU, EEA and Swiss citizens who are already in the
UK by 31 December 2020 can apply for settled
or pre-settled status under the EU Settlement
Scheme (EUSS), and have until 30 June 2021 to
submit an application. Successful applicants will
be granted a digital status which will protect their
rights to continue living, working and accessing
public services in the UK.

Q
A

WILL EUROPEAN CITIZENS ARRIVING IN
T H E U K F R O M J A N UA R Y N E E D A V I S A?
Yes. EU nationals arriving in the UK from 1
January to work will need to apply for permission
beforehand, and will need to be sponsored by a
UK employer or apply for a visa in their own right.
The new rules will not apply to Irish citizens and
EU citizens with settled or pre-settled status, who
will be able to continue to live, work and study in
the UK without a visa.

Q

C AN BUSINESSES CONTINUE TO
E M PLOY TH E IR E XI S TIN G EU RO PE A N
S TA F F F R O M J A N U A R Y ?

A

Yes. However, employers should take steps now
to identify their existing EU, EEA and Swiss
employees and ensure they are aware of the
changes and know how to secure settled status
under the EUSS. European nationals who fail to
apply for settled status before the 30 June 2021
deadline may be considered unlawfully resident
in the UK.

Q

H O W C A N E M P L OY E R S C H E C K A
E U R O P E A N N A T I O N A L’ S R I G H T
TO WORK?

A

Until 30 June 2021, employers will be able to
continue using EEA and Swiss passports and
national identity cards to evidence an individual’s
right to work in the UK. After this date, employers
will need to use the Home Office’s online
checking service to confirm that a European has
the right to work in the UK.
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RECRUITING
TA L E N T
Q

W H AT S H O U L D B U S I N E S S E S B E
D O I N G TO P R E PA R E F O R T H E N E W
I M M I G R AT I O N R U L E S ?

A

If your business does not already hold a sponsor
licence and you think you will want to recruit
skilled workers from EU or non-EU countries from
1 January 2021, you should apply now. Becoming
a licenced sponsor will allow your business to hire
skilled labour from anywhere in the world.

Q

W H AT A R E T H E N E W S K I L L S A N D
SAL ARY THRESHOLDS?

A

The new Skilled Worker visa is now the main route
for skilled workers. The minimum skill threshold
has been lowered from RQF6 (degree level or
equivalent) to RQF3 (A-level or equivalent), whilst
the general salary threshold has been reduced from
£30,000 to £25,600. By introducing lower skill and
salary thresholds, a wider range of occupations can
now be filled by overseas workers.

OTHER
CHANGES
Q

W I L L E M P LOY E R S S T I L L B E R E Q U I R E D
TO A DV E R T I S E R O L E S ?

A

No. Under the Skilled Worker route, the Resident
Labour Market Test (RLMT) requirement has been
removed. This means that employers no longer need
to advertise a role for 28 days before hiring a worker
from outside the resident labour market. This
change alone will cut end-to-end visa processing
times by at least four weeks.

Q

D O E X I S T I N G S P O N S O R S N E E D TO
D O A N Y T H I N G A H E A D O F J A N UA R Y ?

A

No. Existing Tier 2 (General) and Tier 2 (IntraCompany Transfer) sponsors will automatically
be granted a new Skilled Worker licence or IntraCompany Transfer licence, with an expiry date
consistent with their current licence, and receive
an appropriate allocation of Certificates of
Sponsorship (CoS).

Q

W I L L B U S I N E S S E S S T I L L B E A B L E TO
T R A N S F E R S TA F F TO T H E U K F R O M
OV E R S E A S F O R T E M P O R A R Y W O R K ?

A

Yes. The Intra-Company Transfer (ICT) visa route
has been amended to provide more flexibility
for short-term assignments. Key changes include
removal of the cooling-off period which previously
prevented a person re-entering the UK on an ICT
visa for 12 months after departing, and more flexible
provisions for switching.

Q

W H AT A R E T H E N E W R U L E S F O R
G R A D UAT E S ?

A

The new Graduate Route opening in summer
2021 will allow international students to stay in the
UK and work, or look for work, at any skill level
after completing their studies at a UK university.
Undergraduates and master’s degree students will
be granted two years’ leave under the new route,
whilst PhD students will be allowed to stay for three
years, with the opportunity to switch to other routes
once they find a long-term job.

Q

W I L L S W I TC H I N G I N - CO U N T R Y B E
A L LO W E D?

A

In most cases, yes. Under the new points-based
system, most migrants in the UK on skilled work or
study visas will be able to apply in-country to switch
to another visa type. However, those on short-term
routes such as visitors and seasonal workers will not
have the right to switch in the UK and will need to
return to their country of residence before applying
for entry clearance under their chosen route.

Q

W H E R E C A N I F I N D T H E L AT E S T
I M M I G R AT I O N F E E S ?

A

Employers looking to hire EU or non-EU workers
from 2021 should be aware of the costs involved with
sponsoring migrants under the new Skilled Worker
route. To find up to date immigration fees, please
check the gov.uk website or consult a SSW advisor.

‘However, those on short-term routes such
as visitors and seasonal workers will
not have the right to switch in the UK
and will need to return to their country
of residence before applying for entry
clearance under their chosen route.’
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N E W G U I DA N C E
FOR SPONSORS!
On 11 November 2020, the UK’s
Immigration Act received Royal Assent
and has therefore been signed into law.
This means that the government will now be able to
deliver on its promise of implementing its new PointsBased Immigration System, which represents the biggest
shake-up of the Immigration Rules in a generation. For
the first time in decades, the new system will see EU and
non-EU citizens treated equally under a single set of
rules which will decide who can come to the UK based
on the skills they can bring, not where they are from.
Many of the new immigration routes opened for
applications on 1 December 2020, including the new
Skilled Worker and Intra-Company Transfer visas,
which have now replaced the Tier 2 (General) and Tier
2 (Intra-Company Transfer) visas as the main routes
for migrants coming to the UK for skilled work.
To prepare businesses and individuals for the new
rules, the Home Office has published a series of new
immigration guidance documents which provide
information on the new immigration routes open from
December. The ‘Workers and Temporary Workers:
Guidance for Sponsors’ collection includes guides for
employers on applying for a Sponsor Licence, sponsoring
a worker and how to comply with sponsor duties.
Employers are encouraged to review the guidance
or consult an immigration advisor to gain an
understanding of how the new rules will impact
their hiring practices in 2021 and beyond.
If you have questions about the UK’s new
Immigration Rules, call us today.

‘The government will now be
able to deliver on its promise of
implementing its new PointsBased Immigration System,
which represents the biggest
shake-up of the Immigration
Rules in a generation.’
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5 BENEFITS
OF AN ICT VISA

The Intra-Company Transfer
(ICT) visa is a temporary
immigration route which
enables multi-national
companies to transfer their
overseas employees to a
UK subsidiary branch
or connected entity of the
business for temporary
assignments.
The new immigration rules
contain several positive
changes to this route, which
will offer greater flexibility for
employers and their assignees
coming to the UK for shortterm work or training.

1 2 3 4 5
H I G H E A R N E R S C A N S TAY
F O R LO N G E R

G R E AT E R F L E X I B I L I T Y F O R
S W I TC H I N G

N O CO O L I N G - O F F
PERIOD

C H A N G E S TO T H E
M AINTENANCE REQUIREMENT

N O E N G L I S H L A N G UAG E
REQUIREMENT

Under the ICT route, applicants
earning over a certain salary threshold
are permitted to stay for longer in the
UK on an ICT visa than those earning
a lower salary. Previously, IntraCompany Transferees needed to be
earning £120,000 or more per year to
be classified as a ‘high earner’. Under
the new rules however, this has been
lowered to £73,900 per year.

The ICT route does not provide a
pathway to settlement in the UK.
However, as part of a wider approach
towards simplifying the switching rules
under the points-based system, most
migrants in the UK will be able to
apply in-country to switch to another
visa type.

In a bid to make the new immigration
rules more flexible for shorter-term
assignments, applicants are no longer
required to complete a 12 month
‘cooling off’ period before switching.

Many UK immigration routes require
applicants to show they have a certain
amount of funds available to support
themselves financially once they
arrive in the UK. Previously, all ICT
visa applicants were required to have
personal savings of at least £945, or
confirmation from an A-rated sponsor
that they would provide this amount
if needed.

Unlike the Skilled Worker route, under
the ICT route there is no requirement
for an applicant to prove that they
can speak English to an acceptable
standard. It should be noted that this is
not a new rule and was already in place
under the previous system, however
this exemption helps to reduce the
evidential burden on those applying for
a work visa using the ICT route.

This means that anyone earning £73,900
or more per year will be able to stay in
the UK for up to 9 years in any 10-year
period on an ICT visa. In comparison,
anyone earning below this amount will
only be permitted to stay for a maximum
of 5 years in any 6-year period.
High earners will also be exempt from
meeting the 12-month minimum
employment term, meaning they
will not need to have worked for the
business for at least a year before being
transferred to a UK branch.

This means that once a worker has
arrived in the UK on an ICT visa,
they will be permitted to switch to a
Skilled Worker visa without having to
leave the UK, providing they meet the
requirements for that route.

Instead, the new rules simply state that
workers on the ICT route can stay in the
UK for a cumulative total of 5 years in
any 6-year period, unless they are a high
earner, in which case the maximum
period is a cumulative total of 9 years in
any 10-year period.

Under the new ICT rules, the amount
of maintenance funds required has
increased to £1,270. However, this only
applies to individuals who are applying
for entry clearance as an Intra-Company
Transferee, or applicants who have been
living in the UK for less than 12 months.
Those applying for permission to stay
who have been living in the UK with
permission for 12 months or longer will
no longer be required to show funds
when applying for an ICT visa.

For more information on moving your
employees to the UK via the ICT route,
please contact Smith Stone Walters.
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DEFINED
C E R T I F I C AT E S O F
SPONSORSHIP
‘The new rules have introduced key
changes to the sponsorship process
that existing sponsors and those
applying for a Sponsor Licence for
the first time should take note of.’

To co-incide with the launch of the new work
routes, employers who are already approved by
the Home Office to sponsor migrant workers
will see their existing Sponsor Licence
automatically converted to a new Skilled
Worker licence or Intra-Company Transfer
licence. The new licence will come complete
with an expiry date consistent with the
previous licence, and an appropriate
allocation of Certificates of Sponsorship (CoS).
However, the new rules have introduced
key changes to the sponsorship process that
existing sponsors and those applying for a
Sponsor Licence for the first time should
take note of.
N O M O N T H LY C A P
Due to the suspension of the cap that
previously applied to Tier 2 visas, employers
no longer need to pass through the monthly
panel system to apply for CoS under the
Skilled Worker route. Previously, the monthly
panel system was in place to allow the Home
Office to prioritise certain occupations for
sponsorship within the monthly limit.
However, there will still be a need for
sponsors to apply for what will now be known
as Defined Certificates of Sponsorship
before sponsoring a skilled worker for entry
clearance cases only.

T Y P E S O F CO S
Under the new rules, there will be two types
of CoS:
Defined CoS – For Skilled Workers
applying for entry clearance from outside
the UK
Undefined CoS – For Skilled Workers
applying for permission from within the
UK, or for workers on all other routes
such as the Intra-Company Transfer (ICT)
route.
Sponsors must submit requests for defined
CoS to the Home Office on a case-by-case
basis. Employers will not need to have
identified a candidate in order to apply for a
defined CoS, but will need to confirm specific
job and salary details of the role the migrant
worker will fill. As a result of time savings
from the removal of the panel, the Home
Office anticipates that requests for defined
CoS should be turned around within one
working day.
For in-country applications, sponsors will
need to continue to request CoS allocations
from the Home Office and justify the need
for this, as was required previously.

SSW is here to provide advice and support to
employers in adjusting to the new changes to
the sponsorship process. Call us today to speak
to an immigration advisor.
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THE
I M P O R TA N C E O F
I M M I G R AT I O N
The Global Migration Indicators 2018 report is an
overview of the key aspects of global immigration,
organised along 17 key migration themes. These
facts highlight the importance of immigration to the
wider world and the pervasive nature of the migrant
population in today’s society.

The Global Migration Indicators 2018
report is an overview of the key aspects of
global immigration, organised along 17 key
migration themes. These facts highlight
the importance of immigration to the wider
world and the pervasive nature of the migrant
population in today’s society.
A total of 258 million people were deemed
to be a migrant in 2017 – that’s 3.4% of the
world’s population. Some 150.3 million
individuals were moving for work in 2015,
whilst 4.8 million students moved country to
study in 2016.
For economic input, we look to how much
migrants contribute towards global GDP. In
2015, this was 9.4% of the total global GDP,
or $6.7 trillion. However, migration extends
far beyond monetary sums, with 14% of the
total migrant population in 2017 being made
up of children.

Finally, let’s take a look at a real life example
of the importance of global immigration in
our world today.
Noubar Afeyan, co-founder and chairman
of Moderna, the first company to produce
a vaccine for testing against coronavirus,
was born in Lebanon, moved to Canada
and now works in the US. Having founded
or co-founded over 38 companies, his CEO
at Moderna, Stéphane Bancel, is a French
immigrant to the US. The CTO Juan Andres
is from Spain, and the list goes on.
With a market capitalisation of $28 billion
and leading the way in the fight against
coronavirus, there are few better examples of
how important immigration is to the global
society today.

Smith Stone Walters is committed to helping
businesses around the world achieve their
global mobility goals. To find out how we can
help, contact us today.

‘ Noubar Afeyan, co-founder and chairman
of Moderna, the first company to produce
a vaccine for testing against coronavirus,
was born in Lebanon, moved to Canada
and now works in the US.’
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C ANADA TO
WELCOME HONG
KO N G R E S I D E N T S
Following the news that the UK will be
opening a bespoke immigration route for
Hong Kong British Nationals (Overseas),
Canada is set to become another country
introducing a similar immigration scheme to
welcome residents from Hong Kong.
The raft of measures set to be introduced
will begin with a work permit for Hong Kong
graduates. Valid for up to three years, the
permit accrues time towards permanent
residence. As yet, there is no set date for when
the new route will be launched.
Alongside this, Canada will introduce
expedited processing of permits for Hong
Kong nationals looking to work or study
in Canada.

SINGAPORE LOOKS
B E YO N D E M P L OYM E N T
PA S S E S
In a move to attract the top global talent
in the technology sector, Singapore
has introduced the new Tech Pass
programme, a visa designed to allow
established tech entrepeneurs, leaders
or technical experts from around
the world to come to Singapore.
The Tech Pass will allow holders
freedom to start and progress more
than one company in Singapore,
as well as mentoring or investing
in other local enterprises.

Initially only open to 500 applicants,
the category is a move away from
employer-driven work passes and
provides individuals with increased
flexibility. Rather than a strict source of
labour, the new route is seen as a means
to drive investment into the country
whilst also increasing knowledge
sharing and building networks.
Opening for applications in January,
applicants must meet at least two out of
a set of three criteria which include:

Elsewhere, Canada intends to make
allowances for those Hong Kong nationals
seeking permanent residence. Two routes
to permanent residence are to be
introduced for:
A monthly salary of $20,000
5 years in a leading tech
company with a market value (or
equivalent) of $500 million, or;
5 years’ experience in developing
a product with 100,000 monthly
users or $100 million of revenue.

For more information, please contact
the Global Immigration team at SSW.

Individuals who have at least one year
of work experience in Canada, and who
meet minimum language and education
levels, or;
Individuals who have a qualification from a
Canadian post-secondary institution.

If you need support with Global Immigration,
please contact a SSW advisor.
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LO CK D OWN
FUNDRAISING
TOTA L
REVEALED

HAPPY
B I R T H DAY
SSW
N E W YO R K !

As we draw to the end of what has been a
particularly challenging year for so many, we are
delighted to share some positive news by revealing the
results of our fundraising efforts throughout 2020.

At Smith Stone Walters, we are
proud to offer a global support
network to our clients, meaning
no matter where you are in the
world or what time zone you are
in, our advisors in London,
New York, Hong Kong and
Mumbai are on hand to help.

Smith Stone Walters is proud to
support the Rainbow Trust, a
children’s charity that provides
support for families with seriously
ill children.
Whilst staff have been working
remotely and unable to hold the
usual office fundraisers, we have
been coming up with new ways of
raising funds for this very worthy
cause from home, inviting staff to
participate in various initiatives to
raise some much needed funds.

Thanks to the dedication and
enthusiasm our staff across the
globe have shown towards our
various fundraising events, we are
pleased to announce we have raised
a grand total of £3,819.38 in the
period from 1 November 2019 to 31
October 2020.
We would like to thank all of our
staff who got involved, and we hope
the money raised will go some way
towards helping the Rainbow Trust
deliver their vital services to the
community at a time when they are
needed the most.

In November 2020, we celebrated our New
York office turning 12 years old. Based on
Third Avenue, our experienced immigration
team in New York excel in providing clients
with a friendly, comprehensive and up-to-date
visa management service.
Over the past 12 years, the team have
supported thousands of individuals to
successfully acquire visa approval and move
across the pond to the United Kingdom.

To speak to an immigration advisor in
New York, please contact the team on usa@
smithstonewalters.com.
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WATC H O U R
N E W WE B I N A R S
As part of our commitment to supporting
our clients through the upcoming changes
to the UK’s Immigration Rules, Smith
Stone Walters has recently been working on
producing a series of webinars which we
hope will address some common questions
and concerns in relation to the new system.

WH AT O U R
C L I E N T S S AY
A B O U T U S!
SSW Director James Walters
and Senior Account Manager
Alastair Mason have got
behind the camera to
record a range of sessions
covering some ‘Immigration
Essentials’ such as the new
Skilled Worker route and

how to maintain Sponsor
Licence compliance.
To view our latest
webinars, please visit
our website or search for
Smith Stone Walters on
YouTube or Vimeo.

We always strive to deliver a WOW
service to our clients. Our dedicated
team have been working hard to provide
successful solutions and swift results,
getting our clients where they need to
be. Here is just some of the feedback we
have been proud to receive recently:

‘Even though we were in the
middle of a pandemic, the
feedback was on time and
constant. Thanks!’
LR, Software company
‘We had many hurdles to
jump through, but having
SSW guide me through all the
decisions was crucial. When
so much is out of your control,
it was great to have a truly
professional team supporting
my application.’
GF, Research institute
‘Yvonne was a pleasure to work
with. She was always very quick
to get back to me, I never felt she
was rushing me off the phone,
I felt informed and taken care
of. I don’t think we would have
gotten our daughter her student
visa in time if it weren’t for
Yvonne’s help.’
EB, Private client

‘I want to thank Sonia for
assisting me with every step
of my immigration process
and swiftly acting on my
queries. She has a good and
professional attitude. Keep up
the good work!’
SK, Investment bank
‘The team is very
accommodating and very
patient, answering all my
queries. The team also provides
comprehensive information
that makes it so much better
and easier to do the process.’
PF, Accountants
‘Phill has been delightful to
deal with, very knowledgeable
and always answers my
questions within a short time
period. I would definitely
recommend SSW to friends,
colleagues and family.’
PD, Real estate developer

GRE AT
DELIGHTFUL
QUICK
INFORMED
SWIF T
SUPPORTIVE
PROFESSIONAL
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How do I apply for a
Sponsor Licence?

FOCUS

The application process for a Sponsor
Licence is completed mainly online.
You will need to fill out an online
application form which should take no
longer than 30 minutes to complete,
and pay the relevant application fee. You
must submit the application yourself,
but you may appoint a suitably qualified
representative to help you. Once you
have submitted your application online,
you will then have five working days
to provide the Home Office with the
necessary supporting documents.

BECOMING A HOME
OFFICE APPROVED
SPONSOR WILL ALLOW
YO U R B U S I N E S S T O
R E C R U I T TA L E N T
FROM ANY WHERE
IN THE WORLD.

What documentation will I
need to provide?
The type of supporting evidence you
need to provide will depend on the
size and nature of your organisation.
However, businesses will typically
need to provide a range of corporate
documentation such as your latest
annual accounts, corporate bank
account statement, employers’
liability insurance certificate and VAT
registration certificate.

In this month’s Focus, we look at the
Sponsor Licence application process
and the key facts you need to know
before applying.

Who can apply for a
Sponsor Licence?
Your organisation is eligible to apply
for a Sponsor Licence if you have
an operating or trading presence in
the UK and you can offer genuine
employment that meets the specific
salary and skill requirements for
the route or routes in which you are
applying to be licenced.
Before beginning your application, you
will need to identify a suitable employee
or employees within your business
to take on certain ‘Key Personnel’
roles in relation to the day-to-day
management of your Sponsor Licence.
The most important of these roles is

the Authorising Officer, who will take
on overall responsibility for the licence.
This role should be assigned to a senior
member of staff, usually someone
involved with HR or recruitment.
Your business will need to be free
of any unspent criminal convictions
for relevant offences such as fraud,
and have robust human resource and
recruitment processes in place to
effectively monitor a migrant workforce
and comply with your duties as a
licenced sponsor.

How much does it cost?
When applying for a Sponsor Licence,
you will need to pay the relevant
application fee before submitting your

application to the Home Office. The
fee you will be required to pay depends
on the size and nature of your business.
Currently, the application fee for
medium or large sponsors is £1,476.
Small businesses, organisations with
charitable status and individuals
employing fewer than 50 people are
eligible to pay a smaller fee of £536.
You will also be charged a fee when you
apply to renew or add another route
to an existing licence, and when you
assign each Certificate of Sponsorship
(CoS). If you choose to utilise any of
the Home Office’s premium services
for sponsors once your licence has
been granted, this will also incur an
additional fee.

Alongside supporting documents, the
Home Office may also request further
information such as:
Your reasons for applying for a
Sponsor Licence
The sector you operate in
Your business’s opening or operating
hours
An up to date hierarchy chart
detailing your organisation’s staff and
board members
Details of the jobs you wish to fill
It should be noted that many Sponsor
Licence applications are refused on the
basis of missing or incorrect supporting
documents, therefore it is important to

get this part of your application
right. Smith Stone Walters can assist
your business in identifying the
relevant documentation to support
your application.
All supporting documents submitted
must be original or certified copies.
However, since the coronavirus
pandemic, the Home Office has begun
accepting the submission of electronic
documents via email.

Will the Home Office need to
visit my business?
In some cases, yes. A Home Office
compliance officer may wish to visit
your business premises either before or
after your licence is granted, to ensure
your business is genuinely trading in
the UK and has the appropriate systems
and processes in place to comply with
your sponsor duties. If you operate a
virtual business model, it is highly likely
that the Home Office will conduct an
on-site visit to your Authorising Officer’s
physical address before making a
decision on your application.
Compliance visits can happen at any
point throughout the lifetime of your
Sponsor Licence, and these visits may be
pre-arranged or unannounced.
With this in mind, sponsors are strongly
advised to carry out regular mock audits
to ensure ongoing compliance.

What are the average
processing times for
applications?
The standard processing time for
Sponsor Licence applications is around
eight weeks. If your application is
urgent, the Home Office has recently
launched a new priority service for
expedited processing of Sponsor
Licence applications.

Businesses using the service will be
able to pay an additional fee of £500
on top of the standard application
fee in order to have the consideration
of their application fast-tracked.
The Home Office aims to provide a
decision on priority applications
within ten working days.

What happens if my
application is refused?
There is no right of appeal against the
refusal of an application for a licence.
However, you can request a review of the
decision if you feel a case working error
has been made.
If you do not meet all of the eligibility
and suitability criteria, the Home Office
will refuse your application and you may
not be eligible to re-apply for six months
(or longer in certain circumstances).
This is known as the ‘cooling-off period’.
To give your business the best chance of
securing sponsor approval first time, we
recommend seeking professional advice
from a qualified immigration advisor.
Smith Stone Walters is experienced in
helping businesses successfully secure
sponsor approval and will guide you
through the entire application process
and beyond, to ensure your business can
maintain ongoing compliance once your
licence has been granted.

Smith Stone Walters has created a new video
which aims to provide a useful guide for
businesses applying for a Sponsor Licence.
To watch the full video, please search for
Smith Stone Walters on YouTube or Vimeo.
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